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The Calgary West Soccer Club is excited to renew our
2014-2017 Strategic Plan for the next 3 years 2018-
2021. This renewed Plan has been developed through a
consultation process with the Board of Directors, our
Management Team, and external consultants, including
Chris Murphy, E11even Management, and Salopek &
Associates. We also involved volunteer advisors from
within the Club. We think this Strategic Plan will take
Calgary West Soccer Club into its next exciting phase of
development, to support its mission in ensuring that each
player can aspire to play at the level that she or he
wishes.
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For Calgary West Soccer Club (the “Club” or “CWSC”) to continue
to develop, and enhance the individual and team experiences of
every player, coach and parent, we need a comprehensive
pathway to guide us.Asa result, we have renewed our three-year
strategic plan.

This Strategic Plan, covering the period 2018 to 2021, is a
continuing step in setting Club goals, priorities and timelines. We
have come a long way from 2014, when we first developed our
2014-2017 Strategic Plan. We have growth a great deal, and
become one of the most competitive soccer clubs in Calgary.

In this 2018-2021 Strategic Plan, we will reflect on our
accomplishments during the period 2014-2017, and our
challenges for the period 2018-2021. We will seek then to lay
out our plans for what we will seek to achieve in the next three
years; what risks we may face, and what capacities we will need
to strengthen.

We expect there will be challenges and course corrections along
the way but will remain committed to the goals and objectives
outlined in our renewed 2018-2021 Strategic Plan to provide the
support and guidance required to develop the potential in our
children, youth, and graduating players.
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With the completion of our 2014-2017 Strategic Plan on the horizon, the Board

of Directors and Management Team started the process to build our renewed

2018-2021 Strategic Plan. In December 2016, we started the process of

collectively identified concerns about the direction of the Club based on the

previous 3 years. We understood that the Club had developed into one of the

strongest clubs in the city, particularly on the male side. We, however, expressed

some concern about whether we were still aligned with our overarching

philosophy; to support all players to develop to their aspired level.

We were concerned about how our approach was “moving towards the conduct

of other clubs and coaches in the city, which/who impacted on players in what

we thought was a negative manner; sacrificing the “less strong players” for the

“strongest”; not remaining faithful to our understanding that all players develop

at their own rate, and that all players have the potential to play at their desired

level. We had concerns that the club was moving more towards a win at too high

a cost approach at some levels, and that we were losing our identity. We also

recognized that with the club’s strong focus on the higher level tier teams, that we

were notproviding the samelevel of support to lower tier teamsand players.
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We set out to review what our values and mission,and we “have always wanted to be

about”, and how we could possibly continue to be the highly competitive club that we

were developing into, yet remain true to our values and mission.We decided that we

needed to:

1. Ask our membership about “who they thought we were”; “why they came to the

club in the first place”, and “why they stayed”; in other words, what they valued

in their club. We needed to understand if our membership wanted usto remain to

be the club we said we were, in 2014, and if we were deviating from our stated

missionand values.

2. Understand the perspectives of our Head Coaches, who, as our primary

technical support, provide the most face to face contact on the field, with our

players, and who, we understood, presented the “face of Calgary West” to our

membership. We wanted to understand their perspectives on player play time,

the role of recruitment, the mobility of players in different positions. In short, we

wanted to understand their perspective on long term player development. We

recognized that we may have to align our approaches to ensure that the Club’s

commitmentto long term player developmentwasmaintained.

3. Ask a consultant with a strong depth of soccer related experience in Canada, to

review our organizational structure, look at our technical and management

capacity, and provide us with substantive content to help us develop key

technical management policies suchas player play time expectations, recruitment

approaches, how we should utilize tournaments for player/team development,

what our player play up policies should be to mediate development for players

and teams, and how we should facilitate private training for members amongst

our technicalstaff.
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The Board of Directors and Management Team thus contracted Salopek and

Associates, a team of human resource and business consultants specializing in

strategy, human resources and board governance, and E11even Management Inc a

soccer advisory firm assisting soccer Clubs to become effective and sustainable

vehicles for players to develop, while becoming a cornerstone in the community they

operate. We commissionedSalopek andAssociates to:

1. Designand Implementa MemberSurvey:

Aspart of the Calgary West SoccerClub’s (the Club) commitment to the goals we have

identified in our strategic plan, the Club invited our members to complete a brief

survey in an effort to obtain feedback and improve on our services. We prefaced our

invitation with the following brief introduction:

As an organization, we have experienced incredible growth and success in the past years,
and want to pause to ensure that the organization and our members are aligned in wants,
needs, and understanding of the unique and competitive services we provide.

• Our membersurveysought feedback in five mainareas:

• Registering withCWSC

• Member’s Expectations

• Philosophy

• Long-Term Development

• Player Characteristics.

• Our responserate ended up being 40%, with 750 membersinvited to

participate and 302 respondents.
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The report findings indicated that there is a significant appreciation for the vision and
philosophy of the Calgary West Soccer Club (CWSC). Participants indicated that they
value the CWSC’s dedication to the long-term athlete development principles
practiced and understand howthismodel contributesto player development.

A key result of the survey responses suggested that the greatest area for
improvement is within the competency of communication. The participants indicated
that there is an opportunity for the CWSC to improve howthe CWSC communicates its
uniqueness to its members, as well as how it communicates its ongoing mandate,
strategic initiatives and the benefits of the program.

2. Conduct a Head Coach Survey to support the alignment of our technical  
approach throughout the Club.

The Head Coach Alignment Survey was quite detailed in its direction, to ask Head
Coaches to reflect on their alignment with the Club’s commitment to long term player
development, and to provide examples of how their coaching approaches supported
this commitment.

It asked questionssuchas:

CWSC Value Statement: “The Calgary West Soccer Club is athlete centered. We
believe that every player is an individual with dreams, aspirations, and talents which
we can help develop. We believe that all players, regardless of level of play,
deserve the opportunity to enjoy the game of soccer and develop to his or her
potential”.

How do you feel you are living up to the values of the club? Please provide  2-3 
specific examples.
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The incredible success of the Club is largely a result of our commitment to:  A 

value-Based DevelopmentEnvironment

Our Education Methodologies

Our Commitment to Individual Player Development

Strengthening our strengths is key to ensuring that we remain leaders in our field.

Please provide 1-2 way(s) you follow a value-based development environment  
(as outlined below) in how you train players and teams

Please provide 1-2 way(s) you follow a value-based development environment  
(as outlined below) to coach games.

A value-Based DevelopmentEnvironment

At CWSC we follow a game philosophy where we prepare our players for their future
in the game and not just to win the next game. Our job as the coach is to guide our
players through their learning experiences by playing games. We understand and
value our responsibility to the individual player and our responsibility to the team.
We practice fairness and respect for the spirit of the game first, and not winning at all
costs.

We commissioned E11even Management Inc. to conduct a review of our technical
organizational structure and technical policy environment to identify gaps needed to
facilitate long term player development.

Chris Murphy, the founder of E11even management indicated to us, in hisproposal
of services to review out Club, wrote:

Calgary West Soccer Club “the club” is in the process of reviewing and preparing  
their strategic plan to carry the club forward for the next several years.
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Located in Calgary, Alberta, the club is in a highly competitive market where the free
movement of players is prevalent. This, along with the new High Performance League1

planned for the region, will provide the club with a number of opportunities and
challenges.

In February 2017 E11even Management Inc. visited staff and board members from
the club to discussa number of issues, identified by the club, as challenges/concerns to
address going forward. Observations over the two days can be summarized, in point
form, as follows:

• Forward thinking player centric approach. A clear effort to do what’s right for
the players.

• Amembership (albeit a small sample from the AGM) that is supportive and wants
the club to continueto evolve andprosper.

• Good working relationship between staff and board, although a little bit
informal,

• At a cross roads between staying the course with the club’s direction/philosophy
vs. compromising to perhaps compete/survive in Calgary as the new high
performance league is introduced.

• Experiencing growing pains with increasing membership, quality, and
competitiveness of teams and new expectations associated with thesame.

• Lacking a formalized structure, including roles and responsibilities of key
volunteers and staff in the club. This is creating a culture based around
individuals and teams.

• Willingness to engage outside consultants and experts in an effort to prepare the
club’sstrategic plan for the next few years

1 This refers to the CSA/ASA proposed Alberta High Performance League/Canada Youth League
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Chris Murphy, in conjunction with the Board and Management Team, structured his  

support around providing a Technical Management Plan which encompassed:

a. Player Play TimeExpectations

b. Recruitment Policy

c. Tournament/EventPolicy

d. League Player call up//play up guidelines

e. Club Staff/Club Coach User-Play ProgramsPolicy

We also engaged Chris Murphy to develop our college placement program utilizing

his partnership with College FitFinder.

He also helped us to develop a more modern website.

With these processes, we believed that we would be able to renew our  

understanding of the following questions that we asked in 2013;

• What is our vision for theclub?

• What is holding us back from achieving this vision?

• What is working?

• What do we do well?

• Where do we need improvement?

• What has to change in order to get there?

• How will we measure success and/orprogress?

• What are the risks?

• What is theplan?

• How will we achieve our goals?

• How do we communicate nextsteps?

and to move forward into 2018-2021, confident of governance and operational  

approach to reaffirm and support our values and mission.
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We then undertook a process to review our Strengths/Weaknesses/

Opportunities/Threats Analysis. Our renewed 2018-2021 SWOTAnalysis is provided

below.
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SWOT Analysis

Strengths
• Strong, value based culture emphasizing  

technical development within a holistic  
player centered program to prepare players  
to lead healthy life-styles and to learn to be  
leaders on and off the field. This has  
attracted many players/members who are  
looking for a principled, respectful  
environment in which to learn and develop  
as both soccer players and as people.

• Committed Board, Management team and  
administrative processes in place to facilitate  
quality programs and services.

• A highly educated and certified Technical  
Staff with experience and experience from  
around the world committed to long-term  
player development with individual player  
development above team success.

• A well trained, highly skilled body of players  
at all ages to compete successfully in the  
league and post season play at the intercity  
and provincial levels.

• A committed membership which is attracted  
to the value based, long term development  
approach of the Club.

• A long-term outlook of both the Board and  
Operational/Management teams to facilitate  
strategic Club mission/goals.

• Strong articulation of our perspective on the  
need for CMSA and ASA to provide stronger  
leadership in following long term player  
development principles, including the  
structure of the league.

• Integration of sports conditioning intoour  
academy program.

Weaknesses
• Erosion of partnerships with previous

community programs/associations to
support our feeder system.

• Social media venues developed but can  
be more strongly applied to promote the  
club.

• Need to continually enhance
communication with members regarding  
player progress, with instituted team  
management systems (reports and  
processes) in place.

• Similar issues with communicationand  
feedback processes for the Academy  
Program.

• Division of training program between  
club (academy) and team based (team  
practices/games).

• Membership understanding of long term  
player development is an ongoing  
challenge.

• Insufficient technical resources to focus
on all players and teams in our club.

• Access to a dedicated and owned facility
for indoor (futsal facility and gym facility)
and outdoor (turf field with lights)

• Goal keeper development program is not  
as well attended as it could be.  
Communication and player programming  
and management aspects need to be  
strengthened.
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SWOT Analysis

Opportunities
• The partnership with Global Premier Soccerwill  

develop our capacity in numerous areas of our  
Club programs, including:

• Grassroots program – we can utilize their GPS  
capacity including staff and curriculum resources  
to reach out to communities to build stronger  
relationships and soccerprograms

• Competitive program – the GPS coaches and the  
GPS technical department greatly enhances our  
technical capacity to strengthen our development  
and competitive departments through an increase  
in technical staff, and more importantly, the  
knowledge, experience and commitment toplayer  
development within the staff, as well as through  
coach education.

• Elite program – the GPS National Team program  
and the GPS FC Bayern ID program provides elite  
training and competition opportunities for our  
technically strong players in every age group.

• Higher level opportunity/player pathway program
has been considerably strengthened through GPS
including a college placement program.

• We can build on our extra curricula programs such  
as IPT, Bayern ID and GPS National Team clinics  
and camps, and HPSA Summer Camps, with GPS  
support, which foster inter-age and team  
networks. We will add the GPS Soccer Assassins  
program, which seeks to motivate and excite  
players to develop their individual skills in an  
exciting, inter-connected social media  
environment.

• Administrative and management capacity to  
promote the club and add capacity inpotential  
facility development, data base management,  
social media, etc.

• We have developed Technical Management  
policies to operationalize and align our Club  
values/mission in how we manage and mediate  
team coaching approaches with player  
development goals.

• We have a core base of committed Team Coaches  
who support our Club philosophy. With even
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greater consistent education and support through  
GPS, our Team Coaches will lead our Club to  
develop players and teams the CWSC GPSway.

• Expand on the community partnership program  
linkages to increase our members and the  
development of players coming into our systemor  
develop a school-based program.

• The data base has been developed for player  
assessment results and the benchmarks for  
international standards, club averages havebeen  
added to the functionalityof the program so that  
players can view their progress against objective  
player assessment criteria.

• Enhanced communication and marketing strategy  
to educate and disseminate Club philosophies,  
goals and programs to the members and thewider  
community. We have developed our social media  
strategy and will continue toroll it out.

• CMSA has undergone a very welcome restructuring  
of its governance and operational approach. The  
organization has changed its leadership and  
adopted inclusive and transparent communication  
processes with its member clubs. It has worked  
with the Technical Committee to examine in  
greater detail., the changes needed to restructure  
the league to reflect player development  
principles. The more than the CMSA League  
Structure reflects player development principles,  
the greater the opportunityfor our Club to develop  
our players long term, and not compromise our  
player development approach by struggling with  
team success issues.

• CMSA is spearheading an alternative model tothe  
CSA/ASA proposed Alberta High Performance  
League/Canada Youth League which may closely  
support long term playerdevelopment.
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SWOT Analysis

Threats/Risks
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• Coaches regard players and teams as “their
players/teams” rather than “club players/teams”, and  
“sell” their capacity to players/teams at the expense  
of the club.

• In our 2014-2017 Strategic Plan, we identified a risk  
that our growth would result in a dilution of our club  
culture, and a focus on winning at a greater cost than  
we preferred. In our assessment, this risk did  
materialize within our club, and has been the focus  
for our process leading up to our 2018-2021 Strategic  
Plan.

• Long term player development and the sustainability
of the club can be threatened by:

• The open boundary system
• The lack of a player development focus within the  

CMSA league structure
• The implementation of the High Performance League  

or Canada Youth League being planned and  
implemented by ASA/CSA.

• A new CSA initiative to develop a club licensing  
system which will exacerbate open boundary  
recruitment due to its “blanket approach”.

• The current league structure allows players to move  
between clubs. Parents can move between clubs,  
taking key players. Clubs are held hostage to their  
demands and cannot focus on implementing a proper  
development program which is focused on individual  
player development ahead of team success. This  
forces coaches to “guarantee team success” i.e.  
winning at the expense of proper development at the  
ages where technical skill development is critical.

• Many clubs in Calgary promote an incorrect  
understanding of player development and promise  
team success i.e. nationals, and achieve this goal by  
creating super teams as early as U8 which kills the

competitive structure of the league and reduces the  
number of players in the city who will have the  
opportunity to develop until team success is truly  
important – at the U16/18 age and older.

• CMSA has initiated a process to restructure the  
league, however, the implementation of boundaries  
was delayed until Outdoor 2018 or Indoor 2018/9  
and it has been indicated that full boundaries will not  
be implemented. Instead, some sort of north-central-
south boundaries will be utilized, which still places  
clubs at risk of recruitment.

• CWSC believes that for player development to be a  
focus on our league structure, CMSA needs to set full  
boundaries to allow medium size clubs to develop its  
player pool throughout the city, combined with  
standards based technical, administrative and  
management programs and systems to ensure that  
clubs enhance their programs to develop players.  
CMSA should consider these options:

• Set full boundaries and implement rules for transfers  
between clubs if a club does not offer the desired  
level of play.

• If boundaries are not fully set, institute player  
movement rules with facilitate club to club approval  
for player movement, and a monetary transfer  
system to compensate clubs which lose players.

• Set limits on the number of players which can
transfer from one team.

• Set stronger rules and discipline actions for coaches
moving clubs and taking players from their old clubs
to prevent coaches from destroying club programs

Based on our SWOT analysis, we then identified/renewed our priorities for continued  

development for the period 2018-2021.

We will present these priorities within a strategic framework following a short

summary of who we are – our visions, mission, andvalues
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Who We Are
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Vision, Mission, Values

Vision

•

•

Our vision is to provide a soccer program, FOR ALL players where players have the opportunity to

develop in their technical skills and their understanding of the game so that they can enjoy their soccer

experience and continueto play soccerlifelong.

We want to be able to provide all the levels so that all players have that opportunity to develop at

their desired level, and commitmentlevel.

Mission

•

•

•

•

We will provide leadership in player and coach development, and parent education, through the  

delivery of value based, quality programs and services including:

Our recreational Play and Train and MultMove Futsal programs for U4-8/U14

Our Development and Competitive (U6--U19) programs underCalgary Minor Soccer; and

Our Elite programs for players identified for higher level opportunities with GPS/FC  

Bayern/University/College/Professional/ASA/CSA opportunities.

Values

•

•

Calgary West Soccer Club is athlete centered. We believe that every player is an individual with

dreams, aspirations, and talents which we can help develop. We believe that all players, regardless of

level of play, deserve the opportunity to enjoy the gameof soccerand develop to hisor her potential.

We believe in the principles of Long Term Player Development (LTPD). Scientific research in athlete

performance has demonstrated that it takes eight to twelve years of training for players to reach elite

levels. It indicates the importance of long-term training for obtaining athletic excellence and competitive

results. In Canadian soccer at present, many coaches and administrators involved in the development of

young soccer players continue to approach training in a manner which places too much emphasis on

short-term competitive results. Short-term aims of “winning” a weekend youth match are given more

importance than long-term gains in player performance and satisfaction that will translate into greater

level of excellence and lifelong wellness.
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Who We Are
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Vision, Mission, Values
• We also strongly believe that all players can develop their inherent talents through a process of

“deep or deliberate practicing”. We believe that players must focus their attention on

developing their skills through deliberate repetition and a strong work ethic, built through

commitment to individual goals, and team work.

• Wellness to World Cup – Long Term Player Development. Canadian SoccerAssociation.

http://www.canadasoccer.com/wellness-to-world-cup-s14682

• We believe that until Stage 4: Training to Train U11-U15 (females) U12-U16 (males), all

players play equal time and try all team positions, including goalkeeping.

• Research shows that the way individuals practice skills and the amount of practice they do

largely explains differences between top performers and others.

• Anders Ericsson’s body of work has demonstrated through research that building top expertise

is more than a matter of raw talent a matter of long and repeated deliberate practice.

Deliberate practice is an effortful activity designed to improve individual target performance

and it consists of the following four elements: 1) It's designed specifically to improve

performance, 2) It is repeated a lot, 3) Feedback onresults iscontinuously available,

4) It's highly demanding mentally, and not necessarily particularly enjoyable because it means

you are focusing on improving areas in your performance that are not satisfactory. Thus, it

stretches you.

• In his book The Talent Code, Daniel Coyle describes a way of effective practice which he calls

‘deep practice’. A first step in deep practice is to look at the task at a whole. One way of doing

this is to observe an experienced performer. Asecondstep is to divide it into its smallest possible

chunks (components) and practice and memorize these separately. Then, link them together in

progressively larger groupings. A third step is to play with time, first slowing the action down

and then speeding it up. Slowing down helps you to attend more closely to errors, creating a

higher degree of precision. Tobuild and retain skill continued deep practice is required with an

optimal time investment of between three and five hours a day. In deep practice you pick a

specific target (a part of the task you want to master), then you reach for it, you evaluate the

gap between the target and the reach and to start again. Detecting mistakes is essential for

making progress. This error-focused element of deep practice makes it a struggle, a process of

stretching which is likely to be slightly dissatisfying or frustrating but which leads togrowth.
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Who We Are

Vision, Mission, Values
• We believe that our task, as a Club, is to promote and reinforce a development focused

environment for all players so that they may learn in every practice and every game, and not

fear making mistakes; but to understand that only by making mistakes, can we learn and

develop.

• Team success is secondary to individual development. The players and teams which focus on

player development at the early ages, will develop into successful teams when it counts.

• Thisnot to say we will not strive to provide a successful team environment at the early ages. We

recognize players, parents and coaches, enjoy winning and that winning is an important

measure of success. However we will not sacrifice individual player development for team

success.

Our Vision
Our    vision    is    to provide
SOCCER FOR ALL where
players and coaches have
the opportunity to develop
in their technical skills and
their understanding of the
game so that they can enjoy
their soccer experience and
continue to play and coach
soccer lifelong

Our Mission

We will provide leadership
in player and coach
development, and parent
education, through

of value  
programs

the  
based,

and
delivery  
quality  
services.

Our Values
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Calgary West Soccer Club is
athlete centred. We believe
that every player is an
individual with dreams,
aspirations,   and   talents which
we   can   help   develop.   We
believe that all players,
regardless of level of play,
deserve the opportunity to
enjoy the game of soccer and
develop to his or her potential.
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We will maintain our Strategic Priorities, Goals and Objectives outlined in the
2014-2017 Strategic Plan, and add Primary Activities for 2018-2021. Our
Strategic Framework continues to provide the framework through which we will
structure, plan and roll out our initiatives to support our players, parents and
coaches to benefit from our Club programs and services. Theframework outlines:
Who we are, why we do what we do, what we do, and how we do it, and
provide the framework to pull together our strategic priorities.

Strategic Framework

How we  
facilitate  
what we  

do

What we  
do

Vision  

Mission  

Values

Governance and Leadership  

Communication and Marketing

Community Partnerships/Programs

Technical Development – Player/Coach/Team

Facility Access and Development

www.calgarywestsoccer.com
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Five areas of strategic priorities define our Strategic Plan for  

2018-2021.

The following pages provide the detailed Goals, Objectives,

Activities, and Performance Indicators for our Strategic Priorities.

Our Strategic Priorities

Governance and Leadership  

Enhanced Technical Development

Communication and Marketing

Community Programs and Partnerships

Facility Access and Development

www.calgarywestsoccer.com
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Accomplishments

• We engaged consultants to analyze the governance and operational capacities
and processes within the Club.

• We analyzed our competitive results and our growth per season and we
solicited feedback from members in the registration questionnaire, and we
implemented a member survey for the purposes of developing this Strategic
Plan 2018-2021.

• We developed a forward looking organizational structure, and five technical
policies to align our mission/goals (vision) with our technical operations.

• We rolled out our technical policies to ensure that our operational coaching
and team management approaches are aligned.

• We identified areas within our technical management capacity and hired new
technical staff.

• We developed a partnership with GPS, which will support our management
and technical capacities.

• We have been able to attract 4 new Board members with new capacity in
fundraising, sponsorship, social media, and finances.

• We streamlined our fundraising to provide a clearer and more effective
environment for our members to manage their team finances.

• We held our 10th Year Anniversary Celebration event and identified volunteers
who have been critical in our 10 year history. Volunteers were given 10th Year
Anniversary scarves, and their contributions described at the event.
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Strategic Priority 1

Governance and Leadership
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Goal To enhance the strategic vision of the Club to improve its
programs and services through a solid leadership and
governance structure

Strategic  
Objectives

• Model leadership through developing good governance,
standards and best practices.

• Facilitate the implementation of best practices to ensure
appropriate representation, leadership and sound decision
making at all levels.

• Perform in a transparent and accountable manner and
generate outcomes and results.

Performance
Indicators

• All board positions filled
• Strategic Plan developed
• Action Plan for Board Governance

Primary  
Activities 2018-
2021

• Conduct member surveys and questionnaires to solicit  
feedback.

• Provide technical leadership by rolling out our technical
policies to ensure that our operational coaching and team
management approaches are aligned.

• Conduct an annual review of our strategic  
priorities/activities against our performance indicators.

• Board  transparency  through  publication  of  board meeting
minutes

• Review existing by-laws and update where necessary
• Review governance structure and create Action Plan
• Communication of club policies to membership
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Strategic Priority 1

Governance and Leadership
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Accomplishments

• Promoted the CWSC ”signature” playing style, encouraging highly technical, creative, multi-
positional players in a positive team environment

• Observed advancement in individual player development measurements season over  season
• Hired a wealth of technical staff with a high level of certification and experience to lead our  

player development programs
• Renewed our Player Development, Academy, Skills Training, and Individual Player Training

programs, supported by age appropriate curriculum frameworks
• Established a partnership with Athlete Factory to develop our SAQ program
• Organized a variety of summer camps including Scottish Dundee SC, Spanish La Liga, Hertha

Berlin, and Bundesliga camps, offering our players exposure to high level international
coaches

• Entered into a partnership with Global Premier Soccer to support the development of our
players at all recreational, development, and competitive levels

• Our teams/players are well represented at a highly competitive level within the CMSA  league
• Continued to support the technical development of our goalkeepers through an organized  GK 

academy
• Developed team reports and game reports for coaches to utilize to organize their team  

management
• Developed an IT program to document and share individual player assessment results from

seasonal assessments, allowing players to view their results against international/club age
based benchmarks

• Implemented a new in-house futsal program to facilitate technical skills development to our  
U6-U11 players
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Goal To enhance the Club’s technical program for players andteams

Strategic  
Objectives

• Implement a systematic plan to develop players at all levels in  
accordance with the LTPD principles

• Increase intake of players at all ages
• Retain players at all levels and ages by creating a stable team  

environment
• Align and develop coaches dedicated to creating the 360 player  

(creative, technical and multi-positional)

Performance  
Indicators

• Teams in all divisions/tiers able to compete in the league
• Increasing number of teams competing at Provincials and Nationals
• Enhanced and progressive player assessment results indicating  

increasing technical abilities in fundamental basic skills for all players

Primary Activities
2018-2021

• Implement a European model for delivery of player and team
development through a periodized planningapproach

• Continue to integrate the GPS resources into our player and coach
development approaches

• Develop our full player pathway opportunities including opportunities
with the GPS National Team and FC Bayern ID programs,
ASA/CSA/Whitecaps FC programs, university and college programs, and
professional opportunities

• Develop our girls program to increase our player pool and field more
teams

• Provide greater support to our development teams
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Accomplishments

• We have a core base of committed Team Coaches who support our Club
philosophy. With even greater consistent education and support through GPS,
our Team Coaches will lead our Club to develop players and teams the CWSC
GPS way.

• We developed Technical policies to regulate:
• Player Play Time Expectations
• Recruitment Policy
• League Player call up/play up guidelines
• Tournament guidelines

• We complemented our technical human resource pool with international
experts.

• We received a grant from the Government of Alberta to introduce futsal into
our programs. We supported 2 Brazilians to build the futsal program and
capacity of our coaches to teach futsal.

• Through our partnership with GPS, we have access to an extensive network of
experienced coaches worldwide.
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Goal To enhance the Club’s technical program for players, coaches, and teams

Strategic
Objectives

• Implement a systematic plan to develop players at all levels in
accordance with the LTPD principles

• Increase intake of players at all ages
• Retain players at all levels and ages by creating a stable team  

environment
• Align and develop coaches dedicated to creating the 360 player  

(creative, technical and multi-positional)

Performance
Indicators

• Coaches aligned to the Club player development philosophy and using
the same approach for all teams

• Coaches following technical policies that are developed and  
implemented by the club

Primary Activities  
2018-2021

• We will revise our technical delivery approach by integrating our team
coaching and academy programs following a mainland European
approach.

• Closer mentoring for all development and parent coaches, enabled by  
the revised approach

• Increase adoption of team management tools including game reports
• Integration of the Developing Player Plan (DPP) and periodization of  

the GPS program
• Monitor and mentor player evaluations
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Accomplishments

• Parent education materials were developed and posted to the website.  
Education seminars were offered.

• Social media accounts in Twitter, Facebook and Instagram were opened and
utilized to disseminate messages to club members and "friends".

• New policies, guidelines and tools for team fundraising and team travel were  
developed and posted to the website.

• New club wear policies and guidelines were developed and posted to the  
website

• New online forms were developed and posted to the website
• A new website was created.
• Through Kicks Sporting Goods, a variety of club wear items were marketed.
• The Club funded Coach and Team Manager wear to support Club identity.
• The Club benefited from a number of minor and one major sponsor to

purchase uniforms for both recreational and competitive programs
• A 10 Year Anniversary event was hosted. Key volunteers were honored. A 10th  

Anniversary photo album was posted to the website.
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Goal To enhance the Club’s communication and marketing strategy

Strategic  
Objectives

• To enhance member /parents’ understanding of the Club’s
player development philosophy and the benefits for their
children and youth for the long term

• To improve communication tools and pathways between
Club and members

• To build and strengthen our Club identity across the
membership and in the soccer and wider community

Performance  
Indicators

• Improved and seamless execution of brand by CWSC staff  
and members

• Improved usage of communication through innovative,  
modern, communication vehicles

• Increasing Club profile within the Club and Community

Primary  
Activities 2018-
2021

• Continue to utilize social media to promote the Club to
members and the wider community

• Enhance communication and marketing strategy to educate
and disseminate Club philosophies, goals and programs to
the members and the wider community

• Develop engaging electronic templates that promote the
CWSC brand

• Partner with GPS to organize a CMSA-sanctioned
tournament with international participation to promote the
profile of soccer in Calgary
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Accomplishments

• Initiated renewals of Community Partnership Agreements
• Organized player development clinics and participated in community wrap-ups

to promote our partnerships
• Continued to offer play-and-train as the recreational program during indoor  

seasons
• Added play-and-train program for outdoor seasons, to provide additional  

opportunities for community players
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Goal To extend and strengthen our presence in the Community

Strategic  
Objectives

• Increased exposure of CWSC in the communities, leading to
enhanced intake of players into our programs, both
recreational and competitive.

• Additional partner communities and subsequent exposure
of CWSC, and intake of players into our programs.

Performance  
Indicators

• Grassroots Program developed and implemented in  
communities

• Increased intake of  players  and coaches through the  
Grassroots Program

Primary
Activities 2018-
2021

• Partner with GPS to build a Grassroots program
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Accomplishments

• We have facilitated access to a top quality facility for our academy program  
and team practices at Bearspaw Christian School

• Worked with the City of Calgary and private institutions to secure practice
facilities for all teams
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Goal To obtain access to appropriate facilities

Strategic  
Objectives

• To increase access to appropriate facilities for indoor for
Team Practices, Player Development, Academy and Coach
Education

• Continue to pursue relationships with developers with a
view to obtaining a club facility

Performance  
Indicators

• Enhanced access to appropriate practice, player  
development and academy facilities

• Business Plan developed for a CWSC facility

Primary  
Activities 2018-
2021

• Continue to develop relationships to potentially fund and  
develop facility plans
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